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Abstract (1) Idealists (Collingwood etc.) insist on the view that the historical understanding has its own

principle essentially different from that of science. (2) Covering-law-theorists (Hempel etc.)
positively deny this view, saying that the scientific explanation has only an axiom that the
explanandum must be deduced from the universal law, and the historical explanation is also
regulated by this axiom. Then, (3) Reactionists (Dray etc.) strongly oppose to this theory of (2). If
(3) denies (2), (3) reaffirms (1). But, can it be true? Igor Kon says that the theory of Dray is
identified with the idiographism of New-Kantian school. I cannot agree with this. It is impossible
that Dray as a positivist makes his way for accepting an empathic understanding of the individual
facts. It seems to me that it was a little careless of him to have failed to see the function of
generalization, which is habitual to historians, in order to defend the validity of individual narratives
against the charge of Hempelian theory. Dray, with his motive explanation given in contextual
reference on the level of ordinary language, could save the historical explanation from the pit of
explanation sketch into which Hempelian causal explanation falls. But he unconditionally admits
any standpoint on which any historian gives a reason to his subject matter selected among various
historical facts. Then he makes meaningless the question what is a true cause of history. After all,
my opinion is that the theory of (3) in fact cannot be fundamentally reactionary to that of (2), but
either of them can be used as a complementary tool of thinking to each other. For, although they
started from different levels of analysis, they can be said to have been aiming at the same goal.
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